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It is known that a large class of “hard” combinatorial o >timization problems can be put in ?he 
km of a k-parity (weighted) matroid problem. In this pcper we describe a heuristically guided 
algorithm far solving the above class of problems, which utilizes the information obtainable 
from the problem domain by computing, at each step, a possibly tight lower bound to the 
solution. 
1.1. The weighted k-matroid intersection problem is the probiem of finding the 
minimum weigh1 set which is simultaneously independent in k given matroids. 
The k-parity matroid problem is that of finding a minimum weight independent 
set in a given matroid which is also the union of sets from a given partition, the 
largest of whose parts has cardinality k. (Precise statements of these problems will 
be given later.) Weighted matroid problems have received considerable attention 
h recent literature [l, 4,8-121. In particular, Lawler [l l] has proved the follow- 
ing result: A weighted k-matroid intersection problem on n elements can be 
rcduaed by a polynomial bounded procedure ‘;o a weighted k-parity matroid 
problem on kn elements. 
An txtension easily obtainable by the same methods of [l l:] is the following: A 
weighted h-matroid, k-parity intersection problem on n elements can be reduced 
by a polynomial bounded procedure to a weighted hk-parity matroid problem on 
hn elements. 
1.2. This fact has two consequences. 
First, there is a strong evidence (although not a proof) that neither k-parity, nor 
k-matroid intersection problems will ever b.2 solved for some k z 3 in a polyno- 
mial bounded computing time, since otherwise an infinite and infinitely complex 
class of problems (i.e. h-matroid, k-parity problems for txl! h’s and k’s) could also 
be solved by a polynomial bounded aljnorithm. 
* Partialry supported by Centro di Telecomunkkoni Spaziali of CNR. 
2.1. A. nmtroid M = (E, 9) is a structure in which E ate,, e,, . . . , e,,) and .% is a 
nonempty family of subsets I of E satisfying the following axioms: 
(A;ij.if Ie4~6xid ?cf, the& I’E~. 
(A.~,I If 1 and I’ E $ and 14 = II’]+ 1, then 3e E I- I’ such that 1*+ e E .9. 
The members of .% are called independent sers, a set which is not in 9 is calied 
&perzdcW. 
A mtiximal independent set is called a Base of the matroid. Let A be an 
arbitrar!? subset of E. The rank of A, r(A) is the cardinality of a maximal 
independent subset IE A. AII such maximal subs&s have the same cardinality. 
Then all the&&s have the same rank, which is also called the rank of the matroid, 
p. The q~un of A, denoted by spb’(A) is the unique maximkl sup :rset of A having 
the same rank. We shall assume in the following that a Subrout ne for Testing of 
Independence (STI) of a given subset I of E is available. Giver any subset A of 
E, the construction of the sp (A) is easily derived once the SlI is available. 
2.2. Let IV : E-+R be a real valued weighting function defined over the elements 
of E. 
The weight under w of any subset A of E is defined as follows: 
W(A)a, 
i 
; W(E$) 
if A =8+ 
otherwise, 
eiGA 
A ~~~~~~~~~~ weight base or independent set con be efhciendy obtained by the 
“greciily” a~go~it~rn [4j.
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2.3. Let {PI, P2, . . . , Pp} be a partition of E, i.e. up= 1 PI = E, PI n Pm = 0 for 
l#m, j&\>Ofor l=l,2 ,..., p. Each one of the P( ‘s is called a purity block. 
is the maximum cardinality of the parity blocks. A set A G E is said to be a parity 
set if, for I= 1,2, . . . , p, either A fl P, = 0 or A fl P, = P,. A parity set I that is also 
independent, i.e. 1~ 9, is an independent parity set (IPS). Let 9 be the farnil: of 
all independent parity sets: 
sr4-{1:IEJ.1[(1nP,=P,)v(lnP, =0), I= 1,2,. . . ,p]). 
2.4. The weighted k-parity matroid problem can now be stated as I”ollows: 
“Find FE 9 such that w(i) = minlE9 w(l).” 
3. The decision digmpb 
3.1. Let us consider an equivaience relation on the farnil-. j of ifideyendent parity 
sets by placing Ii and I2 in the same equivmle a.,nce class if and only if sp (i,> = 
sp (I,). Now let us define a decision digraph D whose nodes are in one-one 
correspondence with these equivalence classes. Suppose I is an IPS such that 
I tl Pi = 0 and IU PI is independent, for some Pl. Then I ti Pl E 9 and there’ is an 
arc in the decision digaph frum the node corres;pul&iig LB i ?C the node 
corresponding to I U P,. 
3.2. More precisely D = (V, 7’) may be implicitly defined as follows. 
(i) Let u, = (A,) A(Q) be the in!:tiaf node of D and v, ; (A,)a (E) be the jinal 
node of D, u,, u, E V. 
(ii) Let ui # V, be a node of D and I an IPS such that sp (1) = Ai. There exists an 
arc (pi, 0,)~ T of zero length ti,. Moreover, if there exists a parity Hock Pl not 
contained in I such that PI U PE B, then there exists a node vi = (AI)” 
(sp (P, U I)) E V and an arc (u;, Vj) E T whose length fij is given by 
tii = min {w(P,j: sp (P, U I)= A,} (1) 
lE{l *L...pl 
3.3. From the above definition one can easily see that the decision graph D is 
simple, acyclic and contains no more than ?’ nodes (generally many less). Note 
:hat (3.2)(ii) defines an operator T(v,.) which generates all 5;e SUCCESSORS of a given 
node Vi, i.e. all the nodes of D reachable from I+ by a single arc. 
3.4. From now on, we wil! assume thar the parity block- are indexed following 
their weights, i.e. w(P)) IJ> w(B,,,) m-p’.ies i > m(l, 117 = 1, 2, . . . p 1. A block H”r /(_, , 
Proof. If, assuming the contrary, Pl I? 1, f0, kt e be any element of Pt n 1*. Then 
e E sp UJ = sp (1J and lJi U II d 9 1 P, which is a contradiction. Hence PI n I2 = 0 
so that (P, L&j.=\& U 14. For my A, B, sp (A U B)=sp(A usp (B)), so 
sp (P; U 1,) = sp (P, U sp (I,)) = sp (P{ U I,). Now, since lpi U Pzl = fPt U I,1 and both 
sets have the same span, and Pt U II k independent, so is P! U I,. 
The main cunsequlznce of f&z above theorem is that the definitions stated in 
(3.2) through t3.4) are indepndent of ‘\e particflar IFS I one may chose 
provided that sp (I) = A, Hence r(q), qj and Pl(i.j) can be eticiently computed by 
suitably applying t% 57’1. 
3.4. If c== (U,, 112,. . . , v,, u,+J is any simple directed path of D, its length is 
given by 
W = i hl&m+l = i wC~,(m,m+I,3. (2) 
m-f m=l 
The length of a shortest path from Vi to Uj is called diSt~~e from Vi to vi and 
denoted by dip Let dij 4 + 03 if no path exist from U! to vi, dii A 0 and di p dai. 
3.7. m-rem. Let C= (~3~, u2, . . . , u,, u =+I) be a shortest simple path in D from 
%7 = VI io v, =r: UC,,. ‘Then f= UC,=, ~lc,,,,.l~ is an optimum solution to fire k-parity 
problem, and t(c) = w(l). 
lpr~of, The equaIity I((?) = w(f) follows immediate!), from (2). To qrove the 
aptimality of 17 let I’:=: lJLzI Ph(mj be an:’ IPS, where (h(l), h(2), . . . , ‘a} is a 
sequence of indexes in 0, 1, . . . , p. 
One can see fralm 3.2 that lc~~ is the (c’ -t- l)st node and, if c’ > 1, 
(sp (IJ k z1 &(,,J) is the (k + l)st no&, 1 f k e c’, oi a sim+?e path C’ of D from V, 
to v,. 
Moreo~w. hecau~ .S’ i 1) ;Y( I’) 2 t(C’). But c is ;-! shortest simple path from ~1,; 
iC1 ‘?;, IIciICe 1~ 11’) 3 I! C’) 3 tt c) = w(f) and the pry follows. 
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4.1. By Theorem 3.7, the k-parity problem is now reduced to that of finding a 
shortest simple directed path from source to sink in tn acycl;c digraph D. 
The algorithm we propose is taken from [S], and bclnngs to the class of exact 
search methods. This kind of algorithm generates, star*ing with rlode u,, a 
subgraph of D by successive applications of the operator I’, taking advantage of 
heuristic knowledge of the problem domain, in order to reduce as much as 
possible the overall dimensionality of tllis su’>grapil, while stil) ensuring optimality 
of the solution. 
More specifically, assume that one can obtain frclrn the problem domain an 
estimate Q of the distance from any node Vi E V to The final node uz, such thal 
and 
qis4* (3) 
qi G dii + CT&, for all tij E V. (4) 
Property (4) which implies (3) provided ql is set c:quA to zero, is called the 
consistency asswmptifvt. 
4.2. During the execution of the heuristically guided algorithm a node I_+ is said tc\ 
be expanded eve0 time the operator r is applied to vi. The inforlllation 
concerning the currel;!ly known tentative shortest path from v, tD each node 
already considered is stored by a record of the last but one node of this path. The 
algorithm termirrates as soon as u, is marked “closed”. 
The solution is then obtained by backtracking of the above mentioned nodes 
and may be proved to be op&num because of (3). 
4.3. 
S&-p 1 (Start). Mark t!: as “open”, set pn +---(I, u, t-0. and corn jute qu. 
Step 2 (Sele(ction). Select an open node vi for which pi -t-~ is mi%num. Resolce 
ties arbitrarity, but aiways in favour of II,. Mark t~i as “closed”. 
Step 3 (Termination test). If vi = II, go to step 6. 
Step 4 (Exj;ansion). Expand u,. For every successor L’, generated by r perform 
step 5 below, then return to step 2. 
Step 5 (UFf.iating). (a) If ui is unmarked, set pi +--pi + tjl, ui +-i, compute q, and 
mark uj as “I ipen”. 
(b) If Cj is marked, set 
if pi has been decreased by (5‘1 set 14, f-i: moreover if 11, is mar~ked “closci!“. 
remark it as “open”. 
5.1. A lower bound qa on the length 4 of a shortest path from qa to v,, i.e. on 
the value of aa optimal soMi6n to the parity problem can be obtained by simply 
applying the g:eedy algorithm [4] to find a minimum-weight independent set of 
the matr6id M, ignoring parity conditions. 
Let us nti$v observe that the weights of .a11 parity seis are invariant if the 
weighting w is replaced by d new wGghting w’, provided w’(s) = We for 
I = 1,2, . . . , p. A f,Mori, such a change in element weights does not affect the 
optimality of a solution. 
5.2. Let q,(w) be the weight of a minimum weight independent set for a given 
element weighting w : E-+R. Then a tighter lower %und is given by 
qa = max a id, 
wr 
where th.e maximization is taken over aI1 weightings W’ as defined in 5.1 The 
de~~~~~~~t~~~~ ,ef qO can be viemeed as either (a) a IN: Ilinear prograalming problem 
11: n-space (/ITI = n), subject IO p equality cortslraints in disjoint subsets of 
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In either case q*(w) can be proved to be a concave function. Hence a local 
optimum is also a global optimum, and this can be found by any of the existing 
subgradient optimization techniques. 
This section will formalize the above ideas in order to il:<tend them to every 
node oI of D, to prove the concavity of qi( W), to prove the mnsistency arsumption 
and to suggest a particu!ar unconstrained subgradient optimization method. 
5.3. Let Si be the (possibly emy ty) family of’ the successors of any Ui E V. Let 
POW and 
if p, = 0 (i.e. i = 2). 
otherwise, 
(6) 
where Pttirn, is the parity block corresponding to the mtfi a;c directed out of 2)i 
(m = 1,2,. . . , pi). tit 4 a lEi{ and Mi 0 (Ei, 9i), where 
~i’{(J:Jc_EiAJUIE$}, (7) 
I being any IPS such that sp (I) = Ai. 
S.0. Lemma. .I@~ depends only on Vi. 
Proof. The proof follows from (7) and the following property: if I, and I, are two 
IPS such that sp (I,) = sp (IJ = Ai and if J C_ Ei is such that J U I, E .%, then 
JUI‘,EA 
5.5. LSSIUII~.. Mi is a matroid, which will be ca6led the matroid induced by Ei. 
Pnrof. The definition of Mi given in 5.3 is equivalent to Mi - 
(A4 ctr I) de1 [(E-I)- Ei], i.e. it corresponds to contract I in M and delete 
(E-r)-Ei from MctrI [lo]. 
9.6. An estimate qi of the distance d,, from any ui E V to u, may be computed as 
follows 
qi = min W(J). (8) 
J&9, 
Computing qi amounts therefore to tinding a minimum weight independent set of 
M, by the greedy algorithm. This can be done eflkiently because of (7) and the 
existence of an efficient ST1 for M. 
5.7. Lemma. Let uj be a node of D reacilable frlrrz a node t‘,. i.e. su~lz that eirhrr 
I’, = Uj Or there exists (at Peusi) one simple jwfh of II directed frown u, 10 G,. Ykn 
Ei C Ei. 
5.8. Theorem. Let C’i = {Us, Q, . . . , u,, L),+,) be a shortest simple path in R fiwm 
= v1 to v, = u~+~. Then $ = UC,=, Plc, m+lj is a minimum we&hi IPS ofMi and 
B%of. The equality tiCi)= w(z) foO.‘iows immediately from (2). By Lemma 5.7, 
shce &(mm+t) - c f3, E E,, nr = I, 2,. . . , cI .( is an IPS 9f Mt. Ona can see, as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.7, that if I’-= UgC1 P,,(m) is any IPS of Mi, w(I’)a w(.&), and 
Theorem 5.8 follows. 
5.9. CQrollary* Q s 4, for all Di E V. 
PrOOf. Since (ii= = t(ci), the proof follows immediately from (81 and Theorem 5.8. 
Pr-,of. The theorem holds trivally if no path exists between Vi and ui or ui = q, 
since ix’ these cases eithtr iiii -- ST ZT ?,,, = (11. Tf?_ ._ in spwnne that q can be reached 
frw2 )I, by a qimple path. Let (vI, v2,. . . , u,., t’, : l I xt B shortest simple pafh in D 
firm u, -= ul to I+ = t~~+~, and let Ki = lJr,=, P,, ,,,,, )t ,. ,!. ‘Then di, -‘ W(Jj). Let IloW J 
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be a minin-urn weight indepenJent set oi’ n/r,. Then, if Z; = & U i is a (nnt 
necessarily minimum weight) independent set of A4,, from (8) we have 
l/ieW(l;)= W(f;j)+ W(J))=dij’qi 
which proves tne consistency assumption. 
To TJrove that Z; is an independent set of Mi. let us observe that, by definition of 
K si-) [ZU Cl_&, Plcm.m+,,)l= Ak+,, IS k~ c, I being any IPS of M such that 
SP t f) = Ai, and in particular, when k = c, sp (ZU &,) = A,. Therefore, from the 
d&nition of 3, as given by (7), Z U &j U .f = I U 1; E 9. 
Moreover, by Lemma 5.7, both Ej and 4; are subsets of Ei, and hence Z; c_ Ei. 
Since we have proved that ZU f{ E 4, it follows from (7) that Z: is an independent 
set Of Mi. 
5.11. If i# t and pi g ni -pi > 0, a tighter estimate of di, than that defined in 5.6 
can be obtained in the following way. Let 7~’ = (&,, rh, . . , rbi) be a real 
pi-dimensional vector, called a penalty uecr~. Suppose, without loss of generality, 
that the elements 
are sequentially: 
the first lf,,i.l,l- 
the first \Plci2,1-- 
of Ei (see (6)) are numbered in such ‘1 way that e,, e,, . . , e,,, 
1 etements of Plci,l,, 
1 elements of PICi,z,, . . . , 
the first IP1,+J- 1 elements of PICi.pg, and e,,,, 
is the last element of Plci.,n,, m = 1,2, . . . , pi. 
5.12. Let w’:{RP*, E,}-+R be a real valued weighting function &fined over 7~’ 
and the elements of Ei, such that for any r’ E RP~ and any ek E Gi 
w(ek)+ 7ri if 1 d k G p,, 
w’( Pi, ek) = (10) 
w(e,)- C 7~: if k> p,, 
heH, 
where 
The weight w’( n’, A) of any A E E, is given by 
otherwise 
From (10). (1 1) and (12) it follows that, for any WILT of T’. the weirrhting W’ is 
such that 
W’f ?r’, P, 1 = rt,( P, i i I?) 
for each parity block PI C_ Ei. 
ii4) 
5.16, Theoren 5.14 shows ,that if we let 
q$=mrtx C&r’), (15) 
we obtain’ k lower bound whi& is closer to ?j,t th.m that defined in 5.6, in fact (8) 
and (14). c&&de for vi = 0. 
Theore+ 5.15 implies that a local optimum of. q(d) is also a global optimum. 
5.17. Tlceurew The estimate given by (15) obeys the corrsistency assumption (4). 
Proof,. As L Theorem 5.10 we may assume that at least one path exists between 
q and uj. Then 
I$ = WC&) 
&. being the IPS .defined, as for Theorem 5.10. From (13) it fgllows that 
dij = W’(?j’, $), (16) 
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$P being IS value of 7t’ such that (p(7r’) is maximum. Let Jo $j !>e such that 
w’(iP, .r) = Inns w’( iTi, J). (17) 
As for Theorem 5.10, one can prove that 1; = & L; i is an independent set of A$ 
hence 
4; = pJ w’(f+, J)S w’(iF, I;). 
‘ 
Since by Lemma 5.7 &, c E, - Ei and .i~ Ej, &f) .i= 8, so that 
4,6 w’($, &, + w’(ii’, J). 
Moreover, since 
frurn (17) it follows that 
w’(+P, 1)s qj. 
From (16), (181 and (19), 
i&<d,+qj* 
(18) 
(1% 
5.18. A possible approach to the unconstrained maximization problem of (15) is 
now suggested. Let 
$3 ’ {J,, Jzv * - - 7 Jy,Ir Ki ‘(1,2, m * * 9 yi!. 
From (10~ (11) and (12) the following equivalent form of (14) is easily derived. 
where for k = 1,2, . . . , yi and h = 1.2, . . . . Pi, 
bk 8 wuk)r 
Pk ’ b,.,, pkg * - - 3 pkp,), 
+ 1 
&he 
i 
if e, E .Ik A eR+,h,f! Jk, 
-1 if e,,&.!kAeR+,,,jEJk* 
0 otherwise, 
and m(h) is the index such that 91, E f’l,,. ,,,, I,,,. 
(21) 
S-19. Note that from 114) the greedy algorithm 143 may be applied directly to A$ 
in order to obtain cp(+) for any value of ~8. 
From (20) and (21) a subgradient \7+(~‘)= pk(+) may then be computed. 
where tj is a suitable scalar and si is a subgradient of g(#) or a linear 
combination of, this and s +.r’ so that an ascent-relaxation method of the kind 
Ideveloped in [Z&3,6,7,14] may be utilized to solve (15). 
5.20. If, for some @, not only the maximum of q+ is attained, Gut also 
it appears from (21) that &(#) is an IPS. Hence 
Frrzm Theoret,, 5.1-2 5 f>!rnws that qi = & and (Ii is an ~?XC.WA estimate of 4,. 
This result shows that the algorithm has some chance to work effectively, its 
search being guided by a possibly tight estimate, which in general differs from the 
true value di, by the “gap” existinq between diz and max,i cp<rr’). It has been 
shown by direct computational experience that in the particular case of the 
traveiling salesman problem [3,6,73 this gap is sli:ry small <in the average 1% or 
less). We conjecture that the gap is small even m this more general case, although 
we cannot claim support of direct computational experience. 
5.21. We c&rclude t5is section by the two following remarks. First observe that 
when, in practical ccmputat~onal cases, an approx.ima:lon, instead of the optimum 
ii’, is obtained in (221, the consistency assumption is not guaranteed to hold. 
However 4i d 4, jsee Theorem 5.14) and the heuristically guided search still 
applies provided no node Vi is closed permanently [S], with an estimate that is 
closer to d, than that defined in 5.6. 
The second remark concerns the possibility of obtaining I$ and r(q) in a 
simpler w T than that of applying directly their definitions. In fact, let s8, be the 
family of the parity blocks corresponding to the arcs directed out of ui. Obviously, 
8$ contains all ;he informations which are needed in order to compute r(ui) and 
Ei. 
If q is anv successor of oi, by Lemma 5.? we have that yBi E “li. Therefore a 
possible implementation of step 4 in algorithr,, 1.3 is the foliowir . Compute Z&,, 
in step 1 directly by definition; at each itcrauon of step 4, obtain Bj from 9$ by 
simply deleting from it P,(i,i, and every parity block fi such that ‘a) it cannot be 
ad&d to I without destroying independeni:e in M, where I is arF IPS such that 
SP !I) = Ai, or (b1 there exists another blo& P,,, E G$ such th.lt sp (IU 4) = 
tq I LI 17,#, ) ;I nd I ‘- w, where I fs an IPS 9.~87 that sp ( l) = A,. 
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6. Some related problems 
4.1. The algorithm we have described solves the problem of finding an IPS of 
minimum total weight: let u’i refer to this problem as P.O. Consider now the 
following related problems. 
(P. 1) Minimization over all IPS which contain elements from a~ maximum 
number of parity blocks. 
(P.2) Minimization over all IPS which contain L maximum number of elements. 
(P.3) Minimization over all IP!< which are bases of M. 
(P.4) Minimization over al; maximal IPS. 
(P.5) Minimization over all IPS satisr’ying a given constraint, i.e. belonging to 
6.2. We shall show now that P.i, i = 1, 2, 3 reduce efficiently (a) to P.O. 
(P. 1) a (P.0): reset w(e) to w(e) - K, for exactly one element e within each 
parity block P,, where K is a suitably large number. 
(P.2)= (P.0): reset w(e) to w(e)- K, for all e E E. 
(P.3) = (P.0): reset w as for P.2. If the solution to P.0 is not a base, P.3 has no 
feasible solution. 
6.3. As for P.4 the algorithm proceeds c ~xact!y as for P-O, but for the fact that, in 
the decision digraph, u, is a successor of vi iff ui his no other successors, i.e. 
Ei = 0. This implies that q as previously defined is ;till a valid and consistent 
lower bound for di,, but even in the case of null subgradient, we cannot guarantee 
that the estimate is exact. Hence the conjecture of 5.20 about the possible 
tightness of 4i cannot be extended to P.4. 
6.4. A more general problem is (P.5) which may be approached as follows. 
(i) If it is possible to obtain from V and w z, “modified” weighting function w’ 
such that 0 = @‘, where g and 9’ are respectively the family of all the solution!: 
to P.5 under w and to P.0 under w’, then one can simply apply th: algorithm for 
P.0 under w’. (This is precisely what has been done for reducing P.1, P.2 and P.3 
to P.O.) 
(ii) If, on the contrary (as it happens foi P.4, where the solutio. I IS constrained 
to be maximal) the above weight modification is not possible, tine may try t? 
incorporate % in the decision digyaph, for instance letting u,: be a s,uccessor c-i 
ui iff IE %’ for each I such that sp (I) = A,. However in this case the lower bound 
may be not 2s tight as in case (i). 
(iii) If the above modification of the decision digraph is Impossible. one: car1 strli 
apply the algorithm, and let the computation ccntinue, ever. after the first solution 
has been tound. In this way one ranks the solutiotf in ortier of iracrea~,~ng wei@, 
unt_, one satisfying the con:;traint is found. f)bviously, th;s may be a very letlirihv 
procedure, even if tight lower bounds are available. 
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